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a b s t r a c t
This work proposes an in vitro tensile testing protocol that is able to characterize abdominal aortic
(AA) analogues under physiologically inspired mechanical loadings. Kinematic parameters are deﬁned
in agreement with in vivo measurements of aortic dynamics. A speciﬁc focus is given to the choice of the
applied loading rates, deriving from the knowledge of aortic Peterson modulus and blood pressure variations from diastolic to systolic instants. The inﬂuence of physiological elongation rates has been tested
on both porcine AAs and a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) material used to elaborate AA analogues.
The diastolic and systolic elongation rates estimates vary between orders of magnitude O(10−2 ) and
O(10−1 ) s−1 . Negligible differences are obtained when comparing stress–elongation responses between
both physiological elongation rates. In contrast, a noticeable stiffening of the TPU mechanical response
is observed compared to that obtained under the common low traction rate of O(10−3 ) s−1 . This work
shows how relevant physiological elongation rates can be evaluated as a function of age, gender and
pathological context.
© 2014 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a permanent dilatation of
the abdominal aorta (AA). Fundamental knowledge of AAAs dysfunctional biomechanics requires the mechanical characterization
of aortic tissue under appropriate (patho-)physiological conditions. Alternatively to in vivo investigation of vascular mechanics,
deformable AAA analogues have been made in the last decades.
Most were placed into vascular ﬂow simulators to investigate
endovascular aneurysm repair [1–4] or ﬂuid–structure interactions
within AAAs [5,6]. Inﬂation testing was also conducted to identify AAAs deformation [7,8]. Yet, the intrinsic material properties
of AAA analogues have been barely investigated and when they
were [9,10], the testing kinematic conditions were not discussed
in connection with previous protocols carried out on biological
samples.
Numerous in vitro tensile tests have been reported to determine
the mechanical behaviour of human AA/AAA [11–16] and porcine
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AA [17–20]. The typical protocol begins with a preconditioning
phase (5–10 cycles) applied at a peak strain (5–10%) and constant
elongation rate (10−3 s−1 ), followed by a monotonic stretching to
a chosen peak strain. Such measurements showed AA hyperelastic and anisotropic mechanical behaviour. Aortic wall’s nonlinear
viscoelastic properties were also demonstrated, albeit by very few
studies [21,18,20]. Therefore, two factors are commonly discarded
in experimental protocols, which make them unsuitable for mimicking physiological mechanical loadings:
• A single elongation rate is often considered during the characterization. So, periodic changes of tissue elongation rate occurring
during the cardiac cycle are neglected.
• The relevance of the chosen elongation rate magnitude has been
barely discussed regarding to in vivo mechanical loadings [22].

This study aims to propose a tensile-testing protocol able to
characterize aortic analogues under mechanical loadings closer to
in vivo loadings using suitable elongation rates, to test the inﬂuence
of these elongation rates on both porcine AAs, and a polymer used
in a recent vascular ﬂow simulator [23,5].
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Aortic analogue
An idealized AAA model was manufactured using a mixture of
Estane® 5714 TPU [7]. Eight rectangular samples (Si , i∈[1. . .8]) were
cut from tubular sections along orthoradial e and longitudinal el
directions. Unloaded original length l0 , width w0 and thickness t0
were measured (±0.01 mm). Undeformed cross-sectional area was
derived as S0 = w0 × t0 .
2.1.2. Biological tissue
Three healthy AA tubular samples were excised from three 4month old male pigs weighing 31 ± 4 kg. Experimental procedure
was approved by the ethics board of the Surgical Center for Education and Research at Marseille’s Nord Hospital. Five rectangular
strips (Bi , i∈[1. . .5]) were cut along el . B1 and B2 (resp. B4 and B5 )
were extracted from the same aortic sample.
Strips’ dimensions are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Methods
Si and Bi biomechanical behaviour was investigated using a uniaxial tensile-testing device [7]. The actual force f, and length l, in the
stretch direction were measured. The corresponding Cauchy stress
 was calculated as the load f per unit of actual cross-section S. Prior
to a kth test performed on a strip, initial length l0k and force f0k were
measured (optional index k = 0 refers to the undeformed conﬁguration, e.g. l00 = l0 ). These values could differ from l0 and null tension,
when a previous load yielded to a residual elongation k = l/l0k and
non-zero pre-stress 0k = f0k l0k /(S0 l0 ). Elongation rate during test k
refers to the absolute time derivative |˙ k |.
2.2.1. Preliminary stretch failure tests
Failure tests were performed on B1 and B2 at |˙0 | = 10−3 s−1 ,
allowing comparison with published data on longitudinal porcine
and human AA specimens. Fig. 1 shows the similar material properties of human AA wall and porcine tissue under test.
2.2.2. Physiologically inspired protocols
This part focuses on elaborating physiologically inspired protocols using more suitable kinematic parameters. According to above

Fig. 1. Comparison between experimental data derived from monotonic tensile
tests conducted on porcine and human AA specimens. Measurements of the present
study carried out on porcine samples B1 and B2 are plotted in color, by contrast
with previous data reported by [12] [ref1 ], [16] [ref2 ], [11] [ref3 ], [20] [ref4 ] and [17]
[ref5 ]. Pictures represent two typical conﬁgurations of a tested strip at initial (t = 0)
and failure (t = tf ) shot-instants.

results, our approach was based on the human AA Peterson modulus value:
Ep = Dd

Ps − Pd
,
Ds − Dd

(1)

where Ps , Pd , Ds , Dd represent the systolic and diastolic pressure
and diameter. Its in vivo evaluation derives from measurements
of maximal luminal diameters and blood pressure variations from
peak diastolic to systolic instants, referred as td and ts [24,25].
Arterial cyclic motion occurs predominantly in the circumferential
direction [26,27]. Therefore, assuming AA as an incompressible
thin-walled cylindrical tube [12,25], AA tissue undergoes a periodic
maximal elongation m , assessed by:
m = 1 +

Ds − Dd
Ps − Pd
=1+
,
Dd
Ep

(2)

Aortic tissue average elongation rates occurring during diastole and
systole can be determined as |˙d | = ||/td and |˙ s | = ||/ts ,
where  = m − 1 represents the maximal variation of tissue elongation between systolic and diastolic peaks, td , the diastole

Table 1
Geometrical and initial load parameters of the synthetic and biological samples tested in the present uniaxial loading measurements. Indice k in l0k and f0k refers to test number
k performed at a constant speciﬁc elongate rate |˙ k | (k∈ [1. . .3]).
Sample

Axis

t0 (mm)

w0 (mm)

l0 (mm)

˛ = l0 : w0 (-)

l01 (mm)

l02 (mm)

l03 (mm)

f01 (N)

f02 (N)

f03 (N)

Synthetic AA
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

el
el
el
e
e
e
el
el

0.22
0.26
0.27
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.28

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

15
15
16
15
15
16
15
16

3.0
3.0
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.2
3.0
3.2

15.00
15.50
16.00
15.00
15.00
16.00
15.00
16.00

15.37
15.91
16.36
15.40
15.29
16.43
15.47
16.31

15.69
16.21
16.66
15.76
15.56
16.75
15.85
16.85

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.26
0.25
0.22
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.20
0.26

0.49
0.48
0.44
0.52
0.47
0.46
0.44
0.45

Biological AA
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

el
el
el
el
el

1.30
1.40
1.49
1.20
1.10

9.90
7.00
5.66
4.50
8.00

19.40
26.90
15.52
19.00
21.50

1.9
3.8
2.7
4.2
2.7

–
–
22.38
22.55
25.03

–
–
22.73
24.89
27.43

–
–
26.10
27.18
29.71

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.09

–
–
0.02
0.05
0.16

0.08
0.09
0.16
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Fig. 2. (a) Comparison between experimental stress  − 01 (up) and tangent modulus E (bottom), as a function of elongation  during cycle 1 (comprising load L1 and unload
U1 ) and cycle 25 (comprising load L25 and unload U25 ) for synthetic sample S5 tested at diastolic loading rate |˙ d | (k = 1); (b) Same as (a) in case of a typical biological sample
(B3 ).

duration and ts , the systole duration. Values representative of
healthy AA conditions (Ps −Pd = 40 mmHg, Ep = 1.90 × 105 Pa, td
= 0.73 s, ts = 0.20 s) yield to |˙d | ≈ 4 × 10−2 s−1 and |˙ s | ≈ 1.5 ×
10−1 s−1 .
Si were subjected to three cyclic sequences at different elongation rates, noted |˙ 1 |, |˙ 2 | and |˙ 3 | by order of application. The
choice of the applied values directly derives from |˙d |, |˙ s | and a
comparative value chosen by [12] to test human AA mechanical
response, deﬁned by |˙ c | = 1.4 × 10−3 s−1 . Finally:
• ∀i∈[1. . .6], Si were tested using |˙ 1 | = |˙d |, |˙ 2 | = |˙ s | and |˙ 3 | =
|˙ c |;
• S7 was tested so that |˙ 1 | = |˙ c |, |˙ 2 | = |˙d | and |˙ 3 | = |˙ s |;
• S8 was tested so that |˙ 1 | = |˙ s |, |˙ 2 | = |˙ c | and |˙ 3 | = |˙d |.
Each sequence comprised 25 load/unload cycles limited by a
peak elongation of 1.20 [15]. Characteristic decay length being of
the order of the strip’s width for homogeneous isotropic materials
[33,34], the central third of the strip’s total dimensions was considered free from edge effects due to gripping constraints. Two ink
5 mm-spaced markers were drawn on this central region in order
to allow optical recording of local elongation ﬁelds during measurements using a CCD camera (300 × 576 pixels, spatial resolution
0.11 mm/pixel) (results not shown). Due to the limited availability
of tissue, B3 , B4 and B5 were solely subjected to one cyclic sequence
at diastolic rate |˙d |.

3. Results
3.1. Mechanical response at |˙ d |
Si and Bi mechanical behaviours were investigated in response
to the ﬁrst sequence (k = 1), achieved at |˙ d |. Typical Cauchy stress
 − 0k measured during the ﬁrst cycle (load L1 and unload U1 ) and
the last one (load L25 and unload U25 ) are displayed on Fig. 2. Corresponding tangent modulus variations are reported. Representative
cases of S5 and B3 are illustrated, highlighting important features:
• a mechanical behaviour hysteresis is evidenced between L1 and
U1 . Tangent modulus estimated for S5 remains nearly constant,
with a mean value of 13.8 MPa at L1 , and 14.2 MPa at U1 . It
increases (resp. exponentially decreases) up to 2.1 MPa (from
5.6 MPa) for B3 during L1 (U1 );
• a cyclic stress relaxation is demonstrated for both samples.
Regarding S5 (B3 ), a stress decrease of 256 kPa (125 kPa) is measured at maximal elongation between L1 and L25 ;
• a residual stretch is measured between L1 and L25 , reaching 0.021
for S5 against 0.016 for B3 ;
• a stabilization of material responses is achieved at L25 .

These observations highlight Si and Bi viscoelastic properties.
Their mechanical responses are likely to vary with the applied loading rate.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental averaged stress  − 0k (left) and tangent modulus E (right) as a function of elongation k during last load L25 for synthetic samples
Si (i∈[1. . .6]) tested at loading rate |˙ k | (k∈[1. . .3]), with |˙ 1 | = |˙d | = 4 × 10−2 s−1 , |˙ 2 | = |˙ s | = 1.5 × 10−1 s−1 and |˙ 3 | = |˙ c | = 1.4 × 10−3 s−1 . Error bars correspond to the
standard deviations of the measured data.

3.2. Inﬂuence of physiological loading rates
3.2.1. Aortic analogue
For each cyclic test k performed at |˙ k | on Si , Fig. 3 compares the
stress  − 0k and tangent modulus E stabilized after L25 , in function of k . Data are averaged for Si , i∈[1. . .6]. Negligible differences
are obtained between Si mechanical responses when tested at |˙ d |
or |˙ s |. Indeed, relative difference obtained on stress–elongation
curve comes to 4.7% in average. Discrepancies between E variations
are also negligible (average relative difference 4.7%). However, the
application of higher physiological elongation rates yields to a
stress–hardening effect compared to the response at |˙ c |. The relative difference obtained on stress–elongation curve in cases k = 1
and k = 3 comes to a mean value of 24.6%, whereas E increases
by 9.6% in case k = 1. These features are maintained when changing the order of application of the elongation rates (see S7 and
S8 ). Therefore, the material stiffening arises from an elongationrate dependency of its mechanical behaviour. Similar results are
obtained when discrimating longitudinal from orthoradial samples,
showing Estane isotropic properties (data not shown).
3.2.2. Aortic tissue
Fig. 4 compares the stress–elongation curves obtained after L1
on Bi , i∈[3. . .5] at |˙ d |, and on samples Bi , i∈[1, 2] at |˙ c |. Similarly
to Si , the application of the higher physiological elongation rate
|˙ d | yields to a stress–hardening effect regarding to the material

response tested at |˙ c |. The relative difference between stress
values achieved for both cases comes to 50.2% in average.
4. Discussion and concluding remarks
This work provides a ﬁrst attempt to clarify the choice of elongation rate values to prescribe in a tensile testing device when
examining the mechanical properties of aortic tissues or analogues. In literature, this choice is commonly set to the lowest
allowed value, thereby leaving aside viscoelastic effects. A few previous studies proposed to quantify arterial tissue mechanics with
increasing loading velocities [21,20,18] ranging from O(10−2 ) s−1 to
O(102 ) s−1 . Highest velocities tested in [18,21] were representative
of those expected in a thoracic impact during automotive collisions. However, the lowest velocities were presented without any
connection to clinical measurements existing on arterial dynamics.
The present protocol derives from the knowledge of aortic Peterson
modulus and the maximum variation of blood pressure. Therefore,
given appropriate clinical data [28,29], this approach can adapt as
a function of age, gender or pathology, as shown in Table 2.
This protocol has been applied to characterize Estane used to
elaborate AA/AAA analogues, and porcine AA, under loading rates
experienced by elderly AA tissue. For Estane, negligible differences are obtained when comparing stress–elongation responses
between diastolic and systolic elongation rates. However, for
both synthetic and biological specimens, results demonstrated a
noticeable stiffening of the mechanical response at diastolic rate
compared to that obtained under the common rate of O(10−3 ) s−1 .
These ﬁndings are supported by investigations by [18] on porcine
descending thoracic aorta segments, which demonstrated an
increased stiffness with increasing loading rates. In that work, loading rates ranged over four orders of magnitude, from O(10−2 ) to
O(101 ) s−1 . Peak elastic modulus increased for the highest loading
rates [O(100 ) and O(101 ) s−1 ] compared to the lowest [O(10−1 ) and
Table 2
Diastolic and systolic elongation rates values corresponding to the present tensile
testing procotol as function of age and pathological context. Evaluation according to
group-speciﬁc average pressure variations and Peterson modulus reported in † [24],
‡
[28] and †† [29].
Age

Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental averaged stress  − 01 as a function of
elongation 1 during ﬁrst load L1 for biological Bi specimens: Bi , i∈[3. . .5] are tested
at loading rate |˙d |, while Bi , i∈[1,2] are tested at loading rate |˙ c |. Error bars correspond to the standard deviations of the measured data.

†

No

|˙d | (s−1 )

|˙ s | (s−1 )

AA

25±2
34±10‡
49±3†
69±2†

10
24
8
9

0.18
0.13
0.08
0.05

0.65
0.50
0.29
0.19

AAA

70±8.3††

56

0.03

0.12
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O(10−2 ) s−1 ]. Yet, similar peak modulus values and stresses were
measured for lowest rates, as found in [20] and in present results.
It may be questioned how far Estane remains a suitable candidate to reproduce AA/AAA tissue biomechanics. Once coated into
3D geometries and inﬂated from diastolic to systolic pressures, [7]
showed that realistic levels of wall deformation were measured.
The physiological viscoelastic nature of mock AAA motions was further supported by pressure–diameter measurements in a vascular
ﬂow simulator [5]. Particularly, the derived Ep value (3.89 × 105 Pa)
was comparable to the ones identiﬁed from clinical data [29]. However, this study has highlighted important disagreements between
its material speciﬁcities and that of biological tissue. Research of
biomimetic materials is ongoing [30].
This paper focused on the choice of kinematic parameters used
in traction tests, a subject of active research [31]. It is shown how
to deﬁne elongation-rate parameters for tensile testing of AA tissues/analogues, regarding clinical measurements of aortic dilation.
To bring the protocol even closer to physiological loadings in future
work, a non-zero prestretch of the aorta should be initially considered [32]. Biaxial tensile testing should be performed to produce
realistic tensions ratios. Finally, this preliminary study is limited
by the low number of collected biological samples, which should
be increased to address intersample variability.
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